
Paris 
 
Let us first give thanks that these people don't have an air force, or a nuke, delivered by a pickup truck. The 
numbers then wouldn't have been skirmish-size, an almost calm day on the Western Front. The latest 
technology in their hands would have placed this city in the daisy-chain: Guernica-London-Dresden-Hamburg-
Tokyo-Hiroshima-Nagasaki. No one would need inquire if Paris was burning.  
 
We seem unable to escape our past. The peace and pleasure of our contemporary lives remain connected to 
the Twentieth Century's agony, or the Nineteenth's, or the Fifth's. As before, the dark god arises from hell in the 
middle of our games and music. 
 
When Jimmy Doolittle flew his US bombers over Tokyo for thirty seconds four months after Pearl Harbor, he 
wished "To give the Japs a taste of what they did to us." The bringers of death in Paris also considered 
themselves retaliators. We manifest that keeping the wheel turning more precious than life itself.  We kill 
Grendel. Then the creature's mother ravages the mead-hall. 
 
We will raise an army, march to the Holy Land. It's what we do.  
 
Could we ask for volunteers, old men such as myself offering our blood to Moloch? That wouldn't work. The 
god demands the taking of young lives. The bullets and bombs seek to deny the wedding, the laughter in the 
garden, the satisfaction of a job well done. There would be no point in it if the humans remarked, as they were 
being dragged to Hades, "Gee, thanks. I was on my way there anyway." More than life, violence hungers to 
devour the future. 
 
No one talks today of how these men with their rifles broke the law. "An act of war," says the French president. 
What matters now will be the release of passion. Yet all of civilized Europe cooperated with those heads of 
state who established themselves above the law in Iraq and Syria. Hussein and Assad crushed and twisted 
their people, yet they were good business partners. Now the angry and desperate in those countries bring their 
misery to a city in France.  
 
What is surprising is that we're surprised.  
 
What can be done? Could our ocean of tears meld with the huddled masses fleeing their homelands, wash 
away the blood on the very streets the refugees yearn to walk? Could sorrow lead to insight rather than 
revenge? Could this tragedy be followed by restraint and law enforcement, rather than passion and war?  
 
We must try  


